In this paper we report the effect of shell thickness on transmission probabilities of electrons and holes in the strained configuration of zinc-selenide/zinc-sulphide (ZnSe/ZnS) core-shell quantum dot. The transmission probabilities of electrons/holes were calculated within the frame work of effective mass approximation and quantum mechanical tunneling. In the first attempt, we introduced extra deposit shell thickness of ZnS in the range 0-5nm and calculated its size effects on the transmission of carriers from core to the shell. We observed that quantum dot of small size core show superb characteristics of possible transmissions and the transmission probability of the carriers across the potential barrier can be controlled by varying the shell thickness, which has practical significance for electron transport in quantum dots, electron transfer in bio-sensors and chemo-sensors etc. Moreover, it is also found that for higher values of electron/hole energies (greater than 0.7eV), the transmission probability oscillates, which too has practical significance for quantum oscillators.The study is important from both basic and applied point of view.
Recent advanced nanofabrication technology have made it possible to prepare three dimensionally confined quantum dot (QD) 1 and core-shell quantum dot (CSQD) structures whose characteristic dimensions are comparable with the exciton Bohr radius [2] [3] [4] . These structures exhibit optoelectronic properties due to the quantum mechanical nature of the electrons 5, 6 . The superficial bonds on the surfaces of quantum dots can be coated with suitable organic materials or inorganic materials and the materials used for coating must possess desired band gap and lattice matching so as to give the quantum dot (QD) a structural continuity. The deposited layer is referred to as shell and the quantum dot as a whole is referred to as CSQDs. The confined electrons/ holes in CSQDs bear a strong barrier potential because of columbic interaction and extra deposited layer.In small QDs, the electrons/ holes confinement increases over the coulombic interaction due to which electrons/holes starts tunneling from core to shell takes place and the core structure exhibits a red shift in the absorption spectra 7 . Some of the examples of CSQDs include ZnSe/ZnSe, ZnS/CdS, CdSe/HgS etc 7, 8 . In this study, we have chosen ZnSe/ZnS quantum dot because these CSQDs are considered novel nano-heterostructures. As ZnS shell has higher band gap compared to ZnSe core. So by over coating the ZnSe core by higher band gap ZnS shell results in an enhancement in localization of the charge carriers which has a wide application in calculating spin polarized current in quantum dots. The extra deposited ZnS shell thickness strongly controls the function of the electron transfer in quantum dots, bio-sensor or chemo-sensorand the inclusion of tunneling property is of utmost importance to study the effect of shell thickness on the tunneling probabilities and energy level structures of the CSQDs 9 .Moreover, the presence of shell results increase in exciton and biexciton energies and red shift in PL spectra in the CSQDs
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. In the present work the barrier penetration (tunneling) probabilities have been theoretically calculated for ZnSe/ZnS core-shell quantum dots under strained configuration using varying potential barrier which depends on the conduction band offset of the QD. The results reveal that size of the core determines the potential barriers to carrier transmission. The smaller the core the more is the transmission and vice versa. The results have significant role in nano-devices using quantum dots, due to the fact that the controlled transmission probabilities of the particles could be utilized for the calculation of spin polarized current in CSQDs employing different types of semiconducting materials.Moreover, the results are consistent with the earlier reported results in the literature.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes theoretical formulations and section 3 presents the results and discussions. The conclusion remarks are presented in section 4.
Theoretical Formulations
The schematic representation of ZnSe/ZnS core-shell quantum dot (CSQD) is shown in Fig. 1 . Here a is the radius 
Henceforth, shell thickness is calculated as t = (b -a).
To calculate the transmission probabilities in ZnSe/ZnS core-shell quantum dot, we have used arbitrary potential function V e, h (r), where the subscripts e, h denotes the electron and hole respectively and divided the potential barrier into thin square barriers each of width dr and varying height V e, h (r). The probability of tunneling dp through the barrier of height V e, h (r) (assumed constant in a length dr) and width dr can be written as 11 (1) Here in the above expression dτ is the volume element and parameter γ is defined in such a way, so as to make the above expression a positive real number and, is given by This symbol is used when the total energy of electron/ hole is less than barrier potential energy. After incorporating γ parameter, the equation (1) can be written as (2) In the above expression, m , * e h is the effective mass of electron or of hole respectively. The single particle confinement potential V e,h (r) for our model is given by
Where the subscripts c and h denotes the conduction band and valence band for electrons (e) and holes (h) respectively. V c and V v is the conduction band and valance band offsets.
After multiplying equation (2) to all thin barriers each of width dr , the transmission probability (p) of the charge particles (electrons/holes) which tunnel through the given barrier becomes (4) On solving the above expression (4), the final expression for transmission probabilities, is given by (5) Further, we investigate the distribution of energies of electrons/Holes in a quantum dot for that we choose the two dimensional potential for electrons (V e ) and holes V h of the form (6) The wave function can be found by solving Schrodinger equation for the quantum dot, and is of the form of (7) Now using the wave function for the system, A and B being the normalization constants, the confinement energy of electrons/holes is calculated as: (8) ΔE g is the band gap energy of the semiconductor quantum dot, m , * e h is the effective mass of electron and hole.
Results and Discussions
The material parameters used for numerical calculations are: 0 is the effective mass of electron, effective mass of hole and rest mass of the charge respectively [12] [13] [14] . Our theoretical model is similar to Sen et al 10 , therefore in our calculations we used two different core radii 1.25nm and 2.25nm with varying shell thickness from 0 to 5nm, besides valence band offset V v =0.58eV for core radius of 1.25nm, valence band offset V v =0.14eV for core radius of 2.25nm, conduction band offset V v =0.1eV for core radius of 1.25nm and conduction band offset V v =0.03eV for core radius of 2.25nm.
In the first case, the electron transmission probability as a function of shell thickness has been determined. It is Fig. 2 that in both cases the transmission probability decreases as shell thickness increases. This is because the extra deposited shell thickness provides large confinement to carrier particles confined in the regime of ZnSe core. Moreover, it is also clear from Fig. 2 that the small size QD of radius 1.25nm provides greater possibilities of carriers for tunneling over the shell region as expected. In next case, under the same conditions we calculated the transmission probability of holes as a function of shell thickness (Fig. 3) . From Fig. 3 it is clear that the hole transmission probability decreases gradually as the shell thickness increases and for shell thickness of around 3nm and core radius of 2.25nm, the hole may remain in the core region and the electron tunnels to the shell region. Similar results were obtained for quantum dot of core radius 1.25nm (Fig. 3) . Besides the decrease in transmission probability is more profound in case of core radius 2.25nm. Moreover, our results are in agreement with Kim et al 15 .
In addition to the carrier transmission probability across the potential barrier, we have determined and plotted the transmission probability of electrons and holes as a function of their energies. It is clear from Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 that the transmission probability of carriers is dependent on their energies as previously reported in the reference 16 .
From the Fig. 4 , for electron energy ≤0.4 > eV, the transmission probabilities of electrons remains zero due to extra deposit shell of ZnS, henceforth the transmission probability increases almost to unity at 0.7 eV. Furthermore, at higher values of energy (>0.7 eV) the transmission coefficient oscillates. On the other hand for a given core radius, the transmission probability of holes increases with increasing hole energy (Fig. 5 ) and the transmission coefficient oscillates for an energy value greater than the electron transmission energy. These results are of great importance in designing of futuristic CSQD sensors and other electronic devices.
To investigate the effect of shell thickness on spatial distributions of electrons and holes, we carried out calculations for the radial probabilities of electrons/holes in the lowest energy state for ZnSe/ZnS core shell quantum dot at core radius 2nm. Fig, 6 shows the radial probabilities of electron/ hole as a function of shell thickness in which the ZnS shell thickness is varied from 1.8nm to 4.3nm.
From Fig. 6 we note that the probability of electron/hole at the core region is slightly affected by the ZnS shell thickness and the electron/hole probability remains unconcerned to the shell thickness at core regime. As the shell thickness increases continuously, the electron and hole remain confined in the core region as they haven't enough energy to cross the barrier due to extra deposited shell thickness. The lowest energy of electron/hole is increasing gradually but due to the barrier height with increasing shell thickness the energy of electrons/holes does not exceed the confinement ability of the barrier height. The infinite potential due to extra deposited ZnS shell confines the charge carriers in the core region, as such the probability distribution of electron/holes decreases as shown in Fig. 6. 
4.Conclusions
In this paper we reported the impact of shell thickness on barrier transmission penetration probabilities of electrons and holes in ZnSe/ZnS core-shell quantum dot. In the proposed technique, we introduced extra deposited shell thickness of ZnS and analyzed its size effects on the transmission of electrons/holes across the potential barrier between the core and the shell. We observed that small size QDs (< 1.25nm) shows characteristics of probability of transmission. Therefore it is concluded that the transmission probability of electrons as well as holes of ZnSe/ZnS CSQD can be controlled by varying the shell thickness. In addition, our theoretical results determined that at higher values of electron/hole energies, the transmission coefficient oscillates.In future the findings of this article may find various practical applications particularly for the calculation of spin polarized current in different types of core shell quantum dots (CSQDs).
